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ABSTRACT: Microfluidics can be considered both a science and a technology. It is defined as the study of fluid behavior at a sub-microliter
level and the investigation into its application to cell biology, chemistry, genetics, molecular biology and medicine. There are at least two char-
acteristics of microfluidics, mechanical and biochemical, which can be influential in the field of mammalian gamete and preimplantation
embryo biology. These microfluidic characteristics can assist in basic biological studies on sperm, oocyte and preimplantation embryo struc-
ture, function and environment. The mechanical and biochemical characteristics of microfluidics may also have practical and/or technical
application(s) to assisted reproductive technologies (ART) in rodents, domestic species, endangered species and humans. This review will
consider data in mammals, and when available humans, addressing the potential application(s) of microfluidics to assisted reproduction.
There are numerous sequential steps in the clinical assisted reproductive laboratory process that work, yet could be improved. Cause and
effect relations of procedural inefficiencies can be difficult to identify and/or remedy. Data will be presented that consider microfluidic appli-
cations to sperm isolation, oocyte cumulus complex isolation, oocyte denuding, oocyte mechanical manipulation, conventional insemination,
intracytoplasmic sperm injection, embryo culture, embryo analysis and oocyte and embryo cryopreservation. While these studies have pro-
gressed in animal models, data with human gametes and embryos are significantly lacking. These data from clinical trials are requisite for mak-
ing future evidence-based decisions regarding the application of microfluidics in human ART.
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Microfluidics: definitions, history
and benefits
Microfluidics can be considered both a science and a technology.
Scientifically, it is the study of fluid behavior at a sub-microliter level.
Technologically, it relates to applications within analytics and diagnos-
tics, cell biology, to single cell genomics (Whitesides, 2006). Microflui-
dics broadly represents a multi- and trans-disciplinary field of study
incorporating engineering, physics, chemistry, biology and biotechnol-
ogy whereby systems can be designed for practical applications with
low fluid volumes used to multiplex, automate, integrate and facilitate
cell manipulation and/or high-throughput analysis/screening (Volpatti
and Yetisen, 2014). Historically, the field of microfluidics is relatively
young. In the 1950s and 1960s, significant efforts focused on design
and use of fluidic circuits for defense applications with the premise that
such circuits would outlast destructive influences of the electromag-
netic pulse of a nuclear explosion. However, miniaturization of fluidic

devices proved problematic in the face of mounting success in elec-
tronic circuit miniaturization. An early insightful opinion on miniaturiza-
tion, including suggestions of mini-machines for biological applications,
was presented by Professor Richard P. Feynman (Nobel Laureate in
Physics, 1965) at the American Physical Society meeting at Caltech
(Feynman, 1960), entitled ‘There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom’. In
the 1970s through 1990s pioneering work was performed and
reported in micro-total analysis systems (μ-TAS) for chemistry, micro-
electro-mechanical-systems for electronics and lab-on-a-chip (LOC)
designs for chemical, molecular and cellular manipulations and formed
the foundation for Bio-Microfluidics (Brody et al., 1996). In the late
1990s to early 2000s two pioneers in Microfluidics, Drs George
Whitesides and Steven Quake, made bedrock and long-lasting contri-
butions in use of soft lithography with the transparent elastomer poly-
dimethyl siloxane (PDMS; Duffy et al., 1998) and the use of soft elasto-
meric materials to produce multi-layered devices with miniaturized
values, channels and pumps (Unger et al., 2000).
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Following completion of the Human Genome Project, a focus of using
microfluidics for faster sequencing began. Hundreds of publications have
dissected and investigated the use of microfluidics for components of sin-
gle cell isolation and sample preparation, electrophoresis, DNA analysis,
RNA analysis and epigenome analysis (Paegel et al., 2003; Matsuoka et al.,
2013; Bose et al., 2015). The application of microfluidics for genomic,
transcriptomic and epigenomic analysis appears well suited for this tech-
nology and has supported numerous start-up companies over the last
decade. Considering the past, present and future application of microflui-
dics for gamete and embryo isolation, manipulation, culture and analysis
within human assisted reproduction, there are at least two theoretical
advantages broadly categorized as (i) mechanical and (ii) biochemical.
From an impartial, experimental point-of-view these can actually be adva-
ntageous, equivalent or disadvantageous. From a practical perspective,
our goals are to identify advantageous, enhanced and/or improved meth-
ods, technologies and outcomes in laboratory clinical assisted reproduc-
tion. For this reason, we will maintain the ‘advantageous’ perspective.
Mechanical advantages can be defined as using characteristics of fluid
dynamics at a microscale to enhance cell isolation, manipulation and ana-
lysis. Biochemical advantages can be defined as using microscale fluid con-
trol to physically regulate the in vitro biochemical environment for cell
manipulation, expansion, growth and analysis. Many permutations of
mechanical and/or biochemical influences, and advantageous/equivalent/
disadvantageous results may exist within a single application and decipher-
ing beneficial or detrimental outcomes and regulatory mechanism can be
difficult to elucidate. However, as is the case in all areas of science, solid
repeatable data will at the end of the day dictate the clinical applications of
microfluidics in human assisted reproductive technologies (ART).

Current needs assessment
of human clinical ART
Over the last 3–4 decades, significant improvements in human ART out-
comes have been realized. Laboratory technologies, equipment,
medium and the collective environments have changed over time and
have positively influenced each step in human IVF, embryo culture and
analysis, and embryo cryopreservation processes. As procedures move
toward elective single embryo transfer (eSET), with a goal of high preg-
nancy rate with minimal detrimental impact of multiple implantations
within a single gestation on offspring health, the efficiency of each individ-
ual laboratory step in an IVF cycle becomes increasingly important. This
movement toward eSET is gaining acceptance worldwide, and while cur-
rently not universal, it will ultimately be beneficial for patients, offspring
and the medical field (Dyer et al., 2016). As in the past, the collective
success of a single healthy offspring from a single IVF cycle is influenced
by the efficiency of each process step. Currently, none of the steps are
100% efficient, and the collective attrition reduces the overall success.
Therefore, each step of the laboratory IVF and cryopreservation cycle
should be evaluated for ways of improving efficiency. In addition, the
potential to integrate numerous laboratory steps of an IVF cycle into a
single automated procedure may be advantageous in reducing gamete/
embryo handling, decreasing stresses induced through gamete/embryo
manipulation and removing human subjectivity and variability in assisted
reproduction. Finally, integration of an automated IVF-LOC with real-
time non-invasive measures of embryo competency (morphometrics,
metabolomics, secretomics, etc.) may ultimately improve the entire

process and support the most efficient step forward in eSET and preg-
nancy establishment. This goal is not minor, nor is the pathway to
accomplish this goal simple. Experiments take time, and should be
designed and applied to yield interpretable data, preferably in animal
models prior to testing with human gametes and embryos. As scientists,
laboratorians and clinicians move toward this goal, and investigate the
potential of microfluidics as an enabling technology, we must balance
enthusiasm with data and practice evidence-based decision making.

Current state-of-the-art of
microfluidics for non-human
mammalian and human gametes
and embryos

Gamete isolation and manipulation
with microfluidics
Sperm
In human IVF, one goal is the isolation of sperm of sufficient quality and
quantity to facilitate fertilization by either conventional insemination (IVF/
CI) or ICSI (IVF/ICSI). Depending on semen characteristics (semen vol-
ume, sperm concentration, sperm motility, sperm viability, spermmorph-
ology and presence/concentration of non-gamete cells), a laboratorian
will need to make a decision relating to method of sperm processing or
isolation. The objective is to remove seminal plasma from sperm, main-
tain and/or enrich the sperm population for motility and inseminate with
numerous (IVF/CI) or one (IVF/ICSI) motile sperm with normal morph-
ology. Classically, sperm processing for IVF has been performed with sim-
ple media washing, semen overlay with medium and swim-up of sperm
out of the seminal plasma, density gradient centrifugation or a combin-
ation of above methods (WHO, 2010). In the early- to mid-1990s,
Kricka et al. (1993, 1997) made and tested silicon/glass microfluidic
devices as diagnostic tools for evaluating sperm motility. These investiga-
tors assessed sperm progression through branching microchannels with a
suggestion that such a microfluidic device could displace conventional
methods of motility testing in clinical semen analyses. The first reports of
using microfluidics for human semen processing and motile sperm isola-
tion with potential therapeutic utility occurred in 2003 (Cho et al., 2003;
Schuster et al., 2003). In these initial reports, it was theorized that one
could use the fluid mechanical characteristics of microfluidics for sorting
motile sperm from seminal plasma, non-motile sperm and non-motile
non-gamete cellular debris. The microfluidic device designed and tested
relied on parallel laminar flow streams (one being semen and the other
being media) present at the microscale. Flow within microchannels was
generated and maintained by a gravity driven, passive, horizontally
oriented pumping mechanism developed specifically for the device (Cho
et al., 2003). The two parallel laminar flow streams had minimal mixing
by diffusion and provided an environment where motile sperm could
actively swim across the slight meniscus generated by laminar flow of the
two liquid streams for collection downstream. On the other hand, sem-
inal plasma, dead sperm and debris remained in the initial stream of flow
and exited the device as waste. Microfluidic processing of human semen
significantly enriched for motility (44% motility of unprocessed sperm ver-
sus 98% motility after microfluidic processing) and normal morphology.
In addition, experiments were performed in which human semen was
spiked with large concentrations of round, non-motile, non-gamete
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human cells to demonstrate the microfluidic device could isolate motile
sperm from very poor quality semen samples. These data represented
proof-of-principle, with human samples, that microfluidics could be used
to isolate motile sperm for therapeutic application (Fig. 1). As one can
imagine, the width of each channel, and the length of the parallel chan-
nels, can be changed and resulting motile sperm isolation will also change.
These types of alterations, in addition to others such as distally sequential
isolation channels, can provide means of scientifically evaluating sub-
populations of motility within a single sample, influence of semen/sperm
treatments and modified motility, and potential chemotaxis molecules
and sperm motility (Kaupp et al., 2006; Strunker et al., 2011).

However, from a practical perspective, one has to ask why use
microfluidics to isolate human sperm for therapeutic interventions?
Currently, semen processing, such as swim-up, simple washing with
centrifugation, and density gradient with centrifugation, all provide effi-
cient means of sperm isolation for IVF/CI and/or IVF/ICSI. However,
centrifugation has been reported to cause sub-lethal damage to sperm
(Alvarez et al., 1993). Experimental evidence suggests that sperm
DNA is exposed to high levels of reactive oxygen species during

centrifugation processing (Aitken and Clarkson, 1988; Hughes et al.,
1998), and this oxidative stress was positively correlated with sperm
DNA damage (Barroso et al., 2000). Sperm DNA damage has been
negatively correlated with sperm motility (Irvine et al., 2000). Yet,
sperm motility is not always a reliable index of sperm DNA integrity as
mild oxidative conditions can cause significant effect on sperm DNA
fragmentation with little effect on the percentage of motile sperm (Zini
et al., 2000). This results in isolation of motile sperm for IVF/CI or
IVF/ICSI that can be used for insemination and fertilization that have
DNA damage and will not result in embryos with developmental
potential/implantation/viable offspring development. In current clin-
ical ART laboratory work, this DNA damage is not recognizable in liv-
ing sperm prior to insemination, and may contribute to developmental
inefficiencies of embryos, implantation and viable offspring. However,
proof-of-concept reports exist showing potential use of Raman micro-
spectroscopy to visualize damaged sperm DNA (Mallidis et al., 2011;
Sanchez et al., 2012). Although the consequences of using sperm with
fragmented DNA in human ART are not completely understood,
sperm DNA damage has been reported to have a negative influence

Figure 1 (A) A photograph of a microfluidic sperm sorter. (B) A three-dimensional schematic of a 2-inset microchannel, 2-outlet microfluidic
microchannel device with horizontally oriented fluid reservoirs that result in passively driven flow. Semen is placed in one inlet (arrow pointing into
microchannel) and media placed into the other inlet. After sorting, seminal plasma, debris and non-motile sperm exit in their initial stream of flow, while
motile sperm in media is collected in an outlet reservoir. (C) Micrographs and schematics illustrating the movement of semen, sperm, debris and media
during sorting. Adapted from Cho et al. (2003) and Schuster et al. (2003). (D) Isolation of motile sperm with reduced DNA damage based on microflui-
dics and microchannels containing viscoelastic media in an attempt to recapitulate in vivo condition of the female reproductive tract. Adapted from
Nosrati et al. (2014).
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on fertilization rates (Benchaib et al., 2003; Payne et al., 2005), embryo
quality (Seli et al., 2004) and pregnancy rates (Virroet et al., 2004; Zini
et al., 2005) during IVF. For these reasons, we postulated that passive
microfluidic sperm sorting without centrifugation would yield sperm
with less DNA damage and may have clinical utility in the future. Using
human semen samples, it was demonstrated that microfluidic semen
processing could provide sperm with high motility, enhanced percent
normal morphology and significantly reduced percentage of sperm
with DNA damage in comparison with simple wash and density gradi-
ent centrifugation (Schulte et al., 2007). These findings recently have
been confirmed and expanded in elegant studies by Shirota et al.
(2016). One of the major limitations to the early work and potential
clinical application of the microfluidics sperm sorter was the sub-
milliliter volumes that were processed. Normal human semen volumes
are typically greater than 1.5 ml, with 50% of samples greater than 3.7
ml (WHO, 2010). Recently, a clinically applicable microfluidic device
was described that isolates sperm based on the progressive motility in
500 parallel microchannels and represents a one-step procedure for
sperm selection with high motility and high DNA integrity sperm
(Nosrati et al., 2014) (Fig. 1). This device could process up to 1 ml of
semen. These types of device improvements and multi-scaling are
positive steps forward and will yield microfluidic devices that are more
likely to find clinical application in the future. In the last decade, other
microfluidic applications for important studies on sperm biology, func-
tion and genetics at a fundamental science level have been reported
and reviewed (Knowlton et al., 2015).

Oocytes
The clinical ART laboratory task of oocyte collection is inherently a
combination of macro- and micro-processing using needles, tubing,
vacuum, test tubes, petri-dishes and microscopic observations to
search follicular aspirates and isolate individual oocyte cumulus masses.
Once oocyte cumulus complexes are isolated, the amount of cumulus
cells can be left as is for IVF/CI, or a portion of the cumulus can be
mechanically removed. This partial removal of cumulus prior to IVF/CI
has questionable benefit, yet is likely not detrimental. The maintenance
of some cumulus surrounding the oocyte is beneficial for optimal fertil-
ization in IVF/CI. Thus, oocyte isolation and manipulation in IVF/CI
works well and would not likely benefit from microfluidic applications.
In IVF/ICSI, there is a requirement of removing the majority of cumu-
lus cells to allow determination of oocyte maturity, positioning of the
polar body in relation to sperm injection, and the process of injecting
sperm in IVF/ICSI. Classically, these cumulus cells are removed with a
combination of enzymatic treatment and mechanical pipetting (Van de
Velde et al., 1997). For the last two decades, this method of cumulus
cell removal was been used successfully in human IVF/ICSI and is not
considered a significant problem in fertilization or subsequent embryo
development success. However, it was demonstrated that microflui-
dics could be used for mechanical cumulus cell removal of bovine
oocyte cumulus complexes without enzyme exposure (Zeringue and
Beebe, 2004). Microfluidic human oocyte cumulus cell removal, or its
benefit, has not been reported.

It has been demonstrated that microfluidics can be used to trap and
squeeze murine oocytes (Luo et al., 2015). While this provides a tech-
nical ability for study of oocyte structure and function, its application
to clinical human ART is of question. One must also consider the
potential detriment of oocyte manipulation. However, recently it was

reported that non-microfluidic mechanical assessment of murine
oocytes and zygotes, as well as cryopreserved human zygotes, visco-
elasticity properties could nondestructively provide information about
embryo development (Yanez et al., 2016). These two technologies
might merge in the future and could provide insightful non-invasive
information on oocyte/zygote/embryo developmental potential in the
human ART laboratory.

IVF/CI with microfluidics
Conventional insemination
Macroscopic placement of sperm in a constricted volume (10 μl–1ml)
of media with single or numerous oocyte cumulus masses is a long-
standing method of human IVF/CI. While this approach has been
tweaked and refined over the last 3–4 decades, the principles have
remained. Contemporary human IVF/CI fertilization rates vary greatly,
from 50 to 70% (Bhattacharya et al., 2001; Foong et al., 2006) and
a ‘true fertilization rate’ following IVF/CI is unknown due to the pres-
ence of cumulus cells and inability to fully determine maturity of the
oocyte within the cumulus mass. Since immature oocytes can be pene-
trated by sperm at the time of insemination, lack ability to form pro-
nuclei or developmentally competent embryos, and yet still can
progress to metaphase II (Van Blerkom et al., 1994), this interferes with
a calculation of ‘true fertilization’. Thus, the inefficiencies of human
oocyte IVF/CI and fertilization can be difficult to quantify. Microfluidics
for IVF/CI in the porcine model (Clark et al., 2005) was proposed to
limit of incidence of polyspermic fertilization, a significant limitation in
porcine in vitro production of embryos. It was demonstrated that this
microfluidic device resulted in significantly more monospermic fertiliza-
tion compared with traditional microdrop insemination. However, in
contemporary human IVF/CI the incidence of polyspermic fertilization is
very low (typically 2–7%; Aoki et al., 2005; Xia, 2013); therefore, use of
microfluidic IVF/CI to circumvent polyspermic fertilization in human IVF
may not be justified. It was also demonstrated in the murine model that
microfluidic insemination could significantly enhance fertilization rates
compared with traditional insemination at low sperm concentrations
(0.01–0.08 × 106 sperm/ml) (Suh et al., 2006). In human IVF, if sperm
concentrations are low a decision will be made to inseminate by ICSI,
thus overcoming this issue of low sperm concentration and compro-
mised fertilization. Yet, with ICSI there is a risk of oocyte lysis, or degen-
eration, due to the mechanical invasiveness of inserting a glass needle
into the oocyte. Typically, an experienced ICSI technician can expect an
average of 7% of injected oocytes to lyse or degenerate (Rosen et al.,
2006). If microfluidic human IVF/CI could be refined to provide high fer-
tilization rates at low sperm concentrations, this could reduce the need
for ICSI in many human IVF cases, and consequently, reduce the inci-
dence of ICSI-associated oocyte degeneration in these cases. Whether
such studies will be performed, or will lead to a conversion of ICSI to
microfluidic IVF/CI cycles, might be highly questionable because current
use of ICSI in non-male factor cases is on the rise (Dyer et al., 2016),
and many programs use ICSI quite liberally, even with the 2012
American Society of Reproductive Medicine Committee Opinion article
that concluded there were no data to support the routine used of ICSI
for non-male factor infertility (Practice Committees of the American
Society for Reproductive and Society for Assisted Reproductive, 2012).

Microfluidic IVF/CI in animal model studies has also emerged as a
step in the process of ‘LOC’ IVF. A sophisticated microfluidic device
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was used for trapping (spatially maintaining) mouse oocytes, motile
sperm isolation, microinsemination and embryo development for 96 h
(Han et al., 2010). This report demonstrated that all these steps in the
mouse IVF process could be performed on a single device. However,
no significant improvements were reported compared with the non-
microfluidic steps. These types of studies set the stage for future use in
human ART where integration and automation systems of IVF will
need to be evaluated. Recently work toward evaluating the use of
microfluidics for ICSI (Matsuura et al., 2013) have been reported.
Working with porcine ICSI, Matsuura and colleagues demonstrated
that microfluidics could be used for the ICSI process and this reduced
time for procedure completion. These proof-of-concept studies in ani-
mal models are the beginning. While human ICSI is widely used, and
highly successful, it does entail multiple highly technical steps that are
subject to human error or individual technician variability. In addition,
contemporary human ICSI can be expensive and a barrier to wide-
spread use in infertility treatment. If integration of microfluidic IVF/CI
or ICSI can reduce laboratory human error or variability, and/or
reduce the cost, while maintaining similar or improved results, then
these microfluidic applications may find use in the future. With that
said, these microfluidic IVF/CI or ICSI methods and devices them-
selves will need to show more consistency, great or equivalent out-
come success, must not be cost prohibitive, and technical staff will
need to embrace their use. All of the above will take time, rigorous
studies, and personal flexibility to achieve.

Embryo culture with microfluidics
The preimplantation embryo, whether it is rodent, domestic species,
non-human primate or human, develops in a moving environment within
the oviduct (fallopian tube) and uterus. This has been termed a dynamic
environment, with dynamic used as an adjective meaning ‘characterized
by constant change’. This is in contrast to how preimplantation embryos
are grown in the laboratory. In relation of embryo culture, microfluidics
can provide at least three unique characteristics that can be tested for
equivalence, benefit or detriment: (i) microenvironment, (ii) dynamic
fluid environment and/or (iii) dynamic chemical environment.

The cell microenvironment is composed of individual and interactive
factors that consequently influence the conditions surrounding the pre-
implantation embryo and directly or indirectly impact embryo growth,
structure or function through biophysical or biochemical means. One of
the first reports on regulation of embryo microenvironment was the
work using agar encapsulation of ovine embryos (Willadsen, 1979).
Microfluidics was first applied to regulation and testing of microenviron-
ment on mouse embryos within no or minimal fluid flow in microchan-
nels (Raty et al., 2004). It was demonstrated that mouse embryos
culture in microchannels displayed faster cleavage rates, yielded more
blastocysts, and had reduced embryo degeneration compared with con-
trol microdrop culture. However, when media flow was applied to this
microchannel embryo culture platform (flow rates of 0.1 and 0.5 ml/h)
this did not improve embryo development and was reported to be det-
rimental to mouse embryo growth and resulted in a high incidence of
abnormal embryos (Hickman et al., 2002). From a practical perspective
of future culture of human embryos in microchannels, there is/was a
concern of retrieval of cultured embryos from microchannels within a
microfluidic device. In addition, this detrimental influence of fluid flow
on embryo development was interesting, seems counterintuitive to the

in vivo situation and leads to queries of ways to precisely control fluid
movement in a microfluidic device.

In 2004, Dr Takayama and colleagues reported on a computer-
controlled refreshable Braille display platform using vertically moving
pins to facilitate integrated pumping of channel-contained fluids through
localized deformation of channels made of elastic compounds (Gu
et al., 2004). This provided a means to precisely regulate fluid flow in
microchannels, with computer programming, that could be applied to
embryo culture platforms. Inherent in this platform was the need for
thin elastomeric compounds that could be deformed by Braille pins.
This lead to studies of culturing mouse embryos in microchannels, with
thin elastomeric bottoms, that would be amendable the Braille pin actu-
ator and controlled fluid flow. In these studies, it became apparent that
evaporation was problematic when handling sub-microliter volumes of
media in thin flexible elastomer, PDMS, even in a humidified environ-
ment (Heo et al., 2007). This media evaporation resulted in significant
osmolality shifts that were detrimental to mouse embryo development.
In essence, we had discovered a new way to cause embryo demise, a
result we neither desired nor embraced. Experimental and mathemat-
ical studies were then performed to measure and predict evaporation
and osmolality shifts. Interestingly, we made an observation of an
osmolality change (~15 mmol/kg) could not be explained by evapor-
ation of water through PDMS, and that this evaporation appeared to be
happening during initial handling of media from its macroscopic media
vessel to a microdrop or well prior to covering with oil. As a side note,
this observation led to non-microfluidic experiments that assessed
ways in which research and clinical embryologists prepare oocyte and
embryo culture media wells and microdrops, and how different envir-
onmental and technical activities can influence media osmolality and
embryo development (Swain et al., 2012). This report provides some
very practical consideration in media preparations for human clinical
ART, independent of microfluidics.

To maintain a thin/flexible membrane to enable Braille pin actu-
ation, yet circumvent evaporation and osmolality shifts that were not
compatible with embryo viability, a potential solution with tested
whereby a PDMS-parylene-PDMS hybrid membrane was developed
(Heo et al., 2007). This hybrid membrane greatly reduced evaporation
and media osmolality changes, maintained flexibility needed to inter-
face with the Braille deformation-based microfluidic actuation system,
with necessary clarity for microscopic optical clarity, and enabled suc-
cessful development of mouse embryos. This is one of many examples
of the multiple levels of hurdles encountered in investigating novel sys-
tems for embryo culture.

With a means of precisely regulating fluid flow that was program-
mable and compatible with culturing embryos in an incubator, and a
partial chip design that did not result in embryo demise, we then
focused on microfluidic chip architecture that would allow dynamic
fluid culture of embryos without placement of embryos in microchan-
nels. From practical experience, it was found that when oocytes/
zygotes/embryos were placed into microchannels and allowed to tra-
vel by passive capillary flow to a point of movement impedance, that
the retrieval of said cells was not 100%. Recognizing that this would
not be acceptable in clinical assisted reproduction, efforts were
focused on integration of a microfunnel for media and embryo place-
ment into a PDMS cartridge with microchannel for media movement
into and out of the bottom of the microfunnel. When placed on the
Braille pin actuator, the sequential computer-programed movement of
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pins could continually and precisely provided periodic pulses of media
at physiological frequencies of ~0.1 Hz, and an average flow rate of
17.9 nl/min (Heo et al., 2010; Fig. 2). Culture of mouse embryos in
this microfluidic dynamic fluid system, and comparison with static
microdrop and microfunnel culture controls, resulted in faster rates of
preimplantation embryo development, development of blastocysts
with more cells, and significantly improved implantation. In addition, an
in silico modelling experiment was performed to begin explaining
potential mechanisms of benefit of culturing in a microfunnel with
dynamic media flow compared with microchannels with gravity flow
(detrimental to embryo development; Hickman et al., 2002).

Han et al. (2010) also reported a microwell structure microfluidic
device that performed multiple steps of the IVF process. Using mouse
embryos they demonstrated that this microfluidic cartridge could trap

oocytes in microwells, integrate insemination and fertilization and sup-
port embryo development to the blastocyst stage. However, in asses-
sing preimplantation embryo development this microfluidic system did
not improve the rate of embryo development, stage of embryo devel-
opment over set times, or number of cells per blastocyst, compared
with controls. Similarly, a microfluidic platform allowing precise nanoli-
ter culture of mouse embryos supported embryo development to the
blastocyst stage, without significant improvement, yet importantly pro-
vided ability to dissect physical requirement of single and group culture
(Melin et al., 2009). Esteves et al. (2013) also reported that mouse pre-
implantation embryos could be cultured in microfluidics and studied the
impact of fluid flow, embryo density and media volume. Collectively,
these experiments using mouse embryos document that microfluidics
can be used for preimplantation embryo culture, they provide

Figure 2 (A) Schematic drawing of a microfunnel cartridge used for culturing mouse embryos. The cartridge is placed on an array of piezoelectric
pins with actuation provided by Braille pins. Embryos are placed into media, overlaid with oil, within microfunnels under the flow-through condition
created by the pin actuation sequence. The flow pattern generated over four cycles of the five-step Braille pin actuation sequence at 0.1 Hz.
(B) Dynamic fluid condition (microfunnel-pulsatile) shows a greater number of cells per blastocyst compared with static culture (in either media micro-
drops under oil or media in microfunnels under oil with no flow) within the same amount of culture time, with results closer to in vivo conditions (when
flushed out of the uterus at a time corresponding to culture length; a,b,c = P < 0.01). Adapted from Heo et al. (2010). (C) Illustration of the cross-
section of the double-layer microfluidic device used for culturing mouse embryos. A view of the microfluidic device fixed on a 76.2 mm × 25.4 mm
microscopic slide, as well as the microwell array micrograph. The microchannel and the two reservoirs were filled with red dye. Scale bar is 500 mm.
Finally, a photograph of the microfluidic device with the upper layer lifted. Adapted from Han et al. (2010). (D) Micrographs of mouse embryos cul-
tured in nL chambers under various conditions. Adapted from Esteves et al. (2013).
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experimental power in precise regulation of culture environment and
informative data on embryo development, and provided benefits for
embryo development. There have been numerous reviews discussing
the future of microfluidics for domestic animal and human assisted
reproduction (Krisher and Wheeler, 2010; Meseguer et al., 2012;
Swain et al., 2013). Kieslinger et al. (2015) have demonstrated that
human embryos can be grown in microfluidic devices, yet to our knowl-
edge, no peer-reviewed published manuscript currently exist demon-
strating a benefit of microfluidic embryo culture with human embryos.
These studies are wanting and will be necessary to support the use of
microfluidics in the future for human assisted reproduction.

Embryo analysis and selection with
microfluidics
Over the last 3–4 decades of human laboratory assisted reproduction,
little has changed in embryo evaluation and selection for transfer, with
the exceptions of recent time-lapse micro-videography of morphomet-
rics and morphokinetics (Wong et al., 2010; Kirkegaard et al., 2012,
2013; Paternot et al., 2013; Ziebe, 2013; Molina et al., 2014; Basile et al.,
2015) and preimplantation genetic screening for aneuploidy (Lyet al.,
2011; Franasiak et al., 2014). Classically, embryo analysis and selection
has been performed manually with microscopic observations of cleavage
rates, embryo cell number (in relation to time of development), degree
of cellular fragmentation, blastocyst formation, stage of blastocyst devel-
opment (early, full, expanding, expanded or hatching) and/or cellular
contributions of the blastocyst inner cell mass and trophectoderm.
These manual microscopic observations can be subjective, lack predict-
ive value and represent within and between laboratory inconsistencies
(Alpha Scientists in Reproductive and Embryology, 2011). Without sug-
gesting that microscopic observations of embryo development lack
informative power, or that we should halt these observations, a long-
standing goal has been to identify biochemical indicators of embryo
developmental competence and implantation potential. The ability to
gain informative data on embryo morphology, morphokinetics, genetic
normalcy and biochemical indicators of embryo health would likely lead
to selection of embryos with the greatest developmental competence,
implantation potential, and facilitate the most efficient means of obtaining
a single healthy offspring from an eSET.

To enable biochemical non-invasive analysis and selection of
embryos, one needs both biomarkers of embryo health and a means
to measure such bio-molecules. Over time significant data have accu-
mulated for embryo biomarker measurements; a non-exhaustive list
includes: (i) oxygen update (O’Donovan et al., 2006), (ii) amino acid
turnover (Houghton et al., 2002; Brison et al., 2004) and (iii) energy
metabolism (Gardner et al., 2001). In relation to energy metabolism, it
has been demonstrated that non-invasive means of measuring glucose
consumption from media and lactate production and release into med-
ia, as an estimate of embryo glycolytic activity, can be useful in selec-
tion of human embryos. To date, there have been at least three
reports using microfluidics as an enabling platform to perform non-
invasive measures of embryo biomarkers. O’Donovan et al. (2006)
developed and tested a respirometric microfluidic cartridge to monitor
oxygen consumption of 2-cell and blastocyst stage mouse embryos.
This microfluidic chip incorporated embryo loading with capillary pas-
sive fluid flow, embryo trapping, non-invasive oxygen sensing and
could reproducibly measure oxygen consumption by monitoring

10 preimplantation embryos over a 1-h period. While these data repr-
esent a significant step forward in on-chip assessment of embryo meta-
bolism, the use of passive capillary loading of embryos, and group
assessment, needs to be considered as barriers to practical implemen-
tation to clinical human embryo analysis and selection.

Urbanski et al. (2008) performed proof-of-concept experiments to
demonstrate the use of microfluidics to measure embryo metabolism.
They designed and tested a microfluidic chip that performed auto-
mated metabolic assays to measure glucose, pyruvate and lactate from
sub-microliter volumes. This microfluidic assay system allowed on-chip
sample and enzyme aliquotting, reagent mixing, data collection and
analysis in an automated fashion without operator involvement
(Fig. 3). The microfluidic device performed preimplantation embryo
metabolism measures by injecting embryo culture media supernatant
into the system. Thus, this microfluidic device functioned as a stand-
alone device, without embryo culture on-chip and required periodic
manual placement of spent embryo culture media from a separated
embryo culture well. This statement is not intended to be critical, yet
emphasizes the step-wise way in which new microfluidic platforms and
assays are developed, tested, and the future requirements for non-
simplistic integration which is needed for practical application.

In an attempt to move these microfluidic embryo metabolic assays
toward clinical application, Heo et al. (2012) reported on the design and
testing of an automated computer-controlled microfluidic platform for
both embryo culture and metabolic analysis on a single integrated device.
Past methods of measuring embryo glucose consumption and lactate or
pyruvate secretion utilized constriction pipets and UV light-mediated
detection (Gardner et al., 2001). Considering that UV light exposure on-
cartridge would be detrimental to embryo DNA integrity, an on-
cartridge assay system was developed allowing real-time glucose mea-
surements using fluorescent wavelengths that would not cause DNA
damage to embryos. This assay already existed as an off-cartridge sensi-
tive method of quantifying glucose through a glucose oxidase-peroxidase
mediated reaction that produces red-fluorescent resorufin from colorless
Amplex Red (10-acetyl-3,7-dihydroxyphenoxazine; Molecular Probes
Eugene, OR, USA). This assay allowed fluorescent quantification of glu-
cose in media automatically sampled from embryos culture on the micro-
fluidic cartridge with little interference from autofluorescence in culture
media. By utilizing the Braille pin actuation discussed earlier, with this
embryo culture and metabolism assay cartridge, it enabled on-cartridge
real-time automated embryo culture, spent media sampling, pumping,
mixing, washing and detection of glucose from individual preimplantation
embryos every hour, over a 6.3-h interval (Fig. 3). While these microflui-
dic embryo assays have been used with mouse embryos, they have not
been applied to human embryos. Further refinement of assays, integra-
tion with embryo culture and studies on biomarkers to indicated utility
for human embryo analysis and selection continue to be needed to sup-
port and facilitate the potential future use of microfluidics for preimplan-
tation embryos selection in the human ART laboratory.

Cryopreservation with microfluidics
Cryopreservation of oocytes, zygotes and embryos has significantly
expanded the scope of infertility treatment and recently oocyte cryo-
preservation has enabled fertility preservation for women at risk of losing
fertility due to chronic disease, cancer treatment or genetic predispos-
ition to infertility. Two cryopreservation methods exist; slow-rate
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freezing and vitrification. Vitrification is surpassing slow-rate freezing as
the dominant means of oocyte, zygote and embryo cryopreservation
because of its high (>90%) cryosurvival rates. However, a major concern
in cryobiology is the damage that cells receive as their water content is
exchanged with cryoprotectant agents (CPAs) before cooling and back
to water during warming. CPAs are necessary to eliminate formation of
damaging intracellular ice crystals, yet CPA exchange procedures exert
osmotic stress. Osmotic stress refers to the stress experienced by cells
due to changes in osmotic pressure within and without the cell. While
lethal osmotic stress during vitrification and warming has largely been
overcome (high cryosurvival rates), sub-lethal effects remain and affect
oocyte function, embryo development and treatment outcomes.
Osmotic stress is especially a challenge for oocyte and zygote cryopreser-
vation because their fluid volumes, that need to be exchanged with
CPAs, are several orders of magnitude larger than other mammalian
cells. In addition, the high concentration of CPAs used in vitrification can
also be problematic in relation to sub-lethal osmotic stress. Initial work

using microfluidics and cryopreservation was focused on freezing of
HepG2 (hepatocellular carcinoma human liver) cells and demonstrated
benefit in cell survival (Song et al., 2009).

Many advancements in gamete/embryo cryopreservation of the past
have been based on theoretical or empirical analyses (Leibo, 2008). In
cryopreservation, independent of it being slow-rate freezing/thawing or
vitrification/warming, there are more CPA exchange protocol possibil-
ities (concentrations of CPA, timing of exchange, etc.) than can be effi-
ciently and reliably tested by trial and error experiments alone.
Therefore, utilizing mathematically/computer modelling and theoretical
principles to derive potentially optimal CPA exchange protocols have
found favor. Early investigations of cryopreservation-related osmotic
stress indicated the presence of a threshold minimum cell volume, with
shrinkage beyond that volume resulting in cell death (‘Meryman’s
Minimum Cell Volume Theory’, Meryman, 1971; Agca et al., 2000). In
attempts to avoid the critical minimum cell volume, common methods
for oocyte and zygote vitrification have incorporated at least three-step

Figure 3 (A) A schematic representation of a prototype and tested microfluidic device for automated metabolic analysis that was fabricated with soft
lithography. Red and blue features represent control and flow layers of PDMS, respectively. Adapted from Urbanski et al. (2008). (B) A microfluidic cart-
ridge used to analyze spent mouse embryo culture media for metabolic substrates and metabolites. External tubing provides necessary pneumatics for fluid
flow. Adapted from Urbanski et al. (2008). (C) A schematic representation of the metabolic assay integrated with embryo culture on a cartridge. (D) An
illustration and schematic cross-section demonstrating an integrated Braille display-based microfluidic cell culture and metabolic analysis system. The micro-
fluidic cartridge is held on a flat surface consisting of the fingerplate and the heater unit. The Braille pin arrays (pins—yellow) are fixed on the bottom plate
so that the pins are aligned with the holes of the fingerplate. (E) Photograph of the entire system placed. Adapted from Heo et al. (2012).
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equilibration processes whereby cells are manually pipetted into subse-
quently higher levels of permeating CPA concentrations (Kuwayama
et al., 2005a, 2005b; Pegg, 2010; Smith et al., 2010) allowing the cell to
shrink in a specific interval. It has been experimentally demonstrated
that the use of a higher number of ‘steps’ leads to enhanced cryosurvival
and developmental outcomes (Kuwayama et al., 1992; Otoi et al.,
1998); however, such protocols have not been adopted due to impracti-
cality. The use of an automated, continuously and gradually changing
CPA concentration exposure is a logical extension of this previous
work, as a continuously gradual change in CPA concentration is funda-
mentally an ‘unlimited amount of steps’. Such a continuous protocol
requires bioengineering concepts to design and execute which could not
be practically performed by conventional manual pipetting procedures.

Heo et al. (2011) recognized this potential application of microflui-
dics for cryopreservation CPA exchange and reported precise fluid
control, its relation to cell volume and utility of microfluidics for
exchange of permeating CPAs. However, these investigators did not
include non-permeating CPAs in mathematical modelling of fluid
exchange studies, nor did they cool or cryopreserve gametes, zygotes
or embryos. Furthering these studies, Lai et al. (2015) applied the
Kedem-Katchalsky equations to mathematically model, and experi-
mentally measure oocyte/zygote cell shrinkage when exposed to vitri-
fication solutions with both permeating and non-permeating CPAs
with manual pipetting/no equilibration (direct plunge in vitrification
solution; knows to be detrimental; negative control); manual pipetting
using equilibration steps (standard manual contemporary control), and
automated continual/gradual microfluidic equilibration (Fig. 4). It was
demonstrated that strain and strain rate of the cell during CPA expos-
ure can be independently regulated, in a fixed sum of time, in relation
to the way cells are exposed to CPAs. These investigators then applied

mathematically derived CPA exposure profiles, measured stain and
reported that for a given strain, a decrease in strain rate yields
enhanced outcomes in oocyte and/or zygote cryopreservation.
Measures of improved outcomes included qualitative and quantitative
measures of oocyte/zygote morphometrics, including cell surface
smoothness, overall sphericity and viscoelastic buckling of membranes.
In addition, mouse zygotes vitrified using the microfluidic automated
gradual/continuously changing CPA exposure not only have lower
strain rates compared with control groups, but had quantifiably less
sub-lethal membrane damage, higher retention of cytoplasmic lipids
(likely as a consequence of reduced need for membrane repair) and
significantly better embryonic developmental potential (Lai et al.,
2015, Fig. 4). These experiments emphasize the need to dissect out
individual steps in cryopreservation, a way of designing experiments to
address new concepts, and the need record logical, classical and non-
classical outcome measures and to test the equivalence, superiority or
inferiority of a new technology. Other investigators have also recently
made advances in non-microfluidic semi-automated vitrification (Roy
et al., 2014) and microfluidic processing of embryos for vitrification
(Pyne et al., 2014). Currently, we are addressing similar questions on
the warming side of the cryopreservation procedure, and finally we
will need to experimentally test the combinations. In this manuscript,
the development of a precise microfluidic CPA exchange system was
described that could eliminate user-to-user and program-to-program
variability in cryopreservation solution exposure.

Removing this variability will facilitate future discovery and validation
of new and improved cryopreservation solution formulations and pro-
cedures and may find usefulness and favor in clinical human assisted
reproduction. This may be of practical utility, especially in warming of
cryopreserved donor oocytes. Currently, there are a few donor

Figure 4 Use of a microfluidic cryoprotectant exchange system to generate automated, continuous and gradual permeable and impermeable
(sucrose) cryoprotectant addition and test the influence on mouse oocyte and zygote osmotic stress, morphology, sub-lethal cell damage and develop-
ment. CPA exchange profiles and representative morphology for: No CPA exposure (control), commonly used manual pipetting protocol (Manual
CPA), automated microfluidic protocol with gradual addition of all CPA components (Auto), and alternative CPA exposure protocols, gradual expos-
ure of permeable CPA components but abrupt exposure to the impermeable component sucrose (Abrupt Sucrose) and direct and sudden exposure
from culture media to VS (known to be detrimental to oocyte viability). Scale bar: 50 mm. Adapted from Lai et al. (2015).
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cryopreserved oocyte banks that vitrify oocytes, train end-user labora-
tories to warm using their ‘egg bank protocols’, sale and distribute vitri-
fied eggs to end-user laboratories, and then warming and donor egg
insemination, embryo development and transfers are performed at the
end-user laboratory. If oocytes do not survive or embryo development
is sub-optimal or no pregnancy is achieved; it might be queried as to
whether ‘technical drift’ in the warming procedure is involved? One
could suggest that automating and removing ‘technical signatures’
would be advantageous for outcomes, and at least help in identification
of causative factors in sub-par results.

Conservative future projection
of microfluidics and human
assisted reproduction
In the last decade, significant advances have been made in evaluating the
potential utility of microfluidics in isolation, manipulation, analysis and
cryopreservation of mammalian gametes and embryos. There is still a lot
of work to do. As evidenced by the authorship of these reports, the
experimental advancements have been facilitated by true interdisciplinary
work, usually involving a biologist and a bioengineer, and their respective
groups. These interactions can be quite intellectually rewarding, yet take
time, patience, understanding and good communications are required. In
a broad scientific sense, microfluidic can be useful in gamete/embryo
biology from an experimental/investigative perspective and/or a prac-
tical perspective. One advantage is not more important than the other.
There is always the question of when will microfluidics be applied to
human ART? From a practical perspective, the future utility of microflui-
dics in human ART will depend on data. It will take time to design new
systems, test them for safety, test them for efficacy in animal model sys-
tems, have it repeated by others, and finally to use them in randomized
prospective controlled clinical trials. This is the proper way of generating
evidence and applying evidence-based decision making in clinical labora-
tory work. At the end of the day, experimental data from numerous
levels of testing, and repeated by numerous laboratories, will dictate the
use, or lack-of use, of microfluidics in human assisted reproduction. It is
exciting and encouraging to see numerous interdisciplinary groups world-
wide working in this area.
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